October 8, 2015

Dear T-D Families,
OK! A couple of words about my six days in South Korea-So Kool! It was my fourth trip to South
Korea and, this time, I met two T-D families there. One was from Busan and the other Seoul. Jane
Yoo's mom and dad were delightful and Brian Byeon's parents equally so. Jane is a T-D senior and
Brian is in eighth grade. I also spent time with the mayor and the school principal from Sacheron
discussing student exchanges.

On the home front, come this Sunday of Columbus Day weekend, T-D is inviting each and every
student with usual or unusual pets to proceed to campus at 11:00 am for the Blessing of the Animals.
All are welcome to attend, participate in the pet exaltation program, and proudly parade with his or her
own special love. The parade of pets begins at 11:30 am. I hope to meet the feathered, furry or scaly
members of your family in a few days.

Next Wednesday T-D is administering the PSAT exam. Sophs should consider taking it. Juniors should
consider it as imperative. A U.S. Grant note ($50) gets you a seat.

T-D's SAT Prep Course begins on Tuesday, October 20th. It continues on for seven Tuesday evenings.
Info was just sent to all families with students in grades 9-12.

On Friday, October 23, 19 visitors (17 students and 2 chaperones)

from Arezzo, Italy will be hosted by our T-D families. Click here for a copy of the student guest list.
Parents can make a selection or two. Their stay extends through Wednesday, November 4. An itinerary
for their entire stay will be sent out on Wednesday, October 14.

The Chicago Trip, Tuesday, November 10 - Sunday, November 14, is looming and a fairly complete
itinerary is on line. Should a group of 40 students, from the sixth-twelfth grades sign up, T-D's Middle
and Upper Schools will be closed. Please make your $500 deposit or pay the total $1498 ASAP.

T-D's WVOX infomercial is soon to be released and the broadcast along with it. The Hoboken to
Hollywood radio broadcast begins on Tuesday, October 20.

T-D just beat Harvey in soccer, 4-0. Congrats to the team and congrats to coach Fawzy.

See you on the radio or on the campus.

Sincerely,

Douglas E. Fleming, Jr.

Douglas E. Fleming, Jr.
Headmaster

